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The debate over the role of monuments that celebrate White supremacy hit a fever pitch last year after the murder of George Floyd. That conversation has included statues of Christopher Columbus across the United
States, almost all of which were only erected during the course of the 20th century, when Italian Americans were grappling with how they fit into what has long been termed as the American melting pot. Most Americans
were, and continue to be, indoctrinated to believe that these monuments are innocuous and pay tribute to an adventurous trader simply trying to get to India but happening upon a â€œnew world.â€• That fiction is slowly
being replaced by a more accurate image of a genocidal maniac who was not the first European to set foot in the Americas (Leif Erikson beat him by half a millennium) or particularly good at anything but theft, rape, and
murder.Statues of the colonizer are often placed in prominent locations, like at the center of Manhattanâ€™s busy Columbus Circle, named in his honor. The history of those monuments whitewashes his role in the
genocide of the Indigenous people of the Americas. This narrative was first popularized by Washington Irvingâ€™s fictional A History of the Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus (1828), but also by its association
with a campaign by Italian Americans to be recognized as â€œWhiteâ€• in the United States. Attempts to remove the statues across the country have often been met by angry Italian Americans who feel that their place in
the mythology of the nation is being erased and that Columbus is being â€œcanceled.â€• In one public hearing in Staten Island that Hyperallergic covered in 2017, residents of the borough, which is largely Italian
American, came out in full force to decry the attempts to remove the Columbus Circle statue. One person even claimed, â€œRemoving Columbus would be as obscene as removing the Statue of Liberty.â€•Untitled I â€“
III (2020â€“21)With this in mind, I visited John Avellutoâ€™s curious exhibition at Bay Ridgeâ€™s Stand4 gallery that explores lesser-known aspects of Italian American history. In the front room, Avelluto employs the
distinctly Italian-American rainbow cookie and overlays them with the Italian-American slang term â€œFoogayzeeâ€• (a phonetic misspelling of â€œfugazi,â€• meaning â€œfakeâ€•) in one instance and
â€œManzoeneeâ€• (a phonetic rendering of the name of iconoclastic Italian artist Piero Manzoni), in another. The former is an oversized rainbow cookie fashioned out of foam and acrylic paint, while the latter is made of
marzipan and hangs on the wall with the clumsy delight that would fit perfectly into Pop artist Claes Oldenburgâ€™s 1962 Store installation. Avelluto intends to invite friends and art lovers to join him in eating the marzipan
sculpture when the exhibition ends.&nbsp;Stand4 gallery in Bay Ridge, Brooklynâ€œFooGayZeeâ€• (2021) appears to sit atop a Corinthian capital, referring simultaneously to the Ancient Mediterranean world that the
Italian peninsula is central to, as well as the faux decor of Italian American homes, restaurants, and banquet halls, not to mention their shared aesthetic with early US Republican aesthetics (the Capitol and other federal
buildings evoke the grandeur and power of Ancient Rome). But here, the oversized cookie floats just above the capital, emphasizing the illusion. On the wall to the right, four rainbow cookie-like paintings echo Blinky
Palermoâ€™s â€œTo the People of New York Cityâ€• (1976) and their hard-edge aesthetic, transforming the more austere German flag colors (Palermoâ€™s birth name was Peter Schwarze, and he hailed from
Germany) into a more vivid Italianized version. (Schwarze adopted the name of famed Italian-American mobster, though no explanation Iâ€™ve ever read has provided me with a convincing explanation as to why.) The
crisp edges of Palermoâ€™s arid work give way to the handmade, even alluding to the skilled plaster and stucco work many Italian tradespeople brought with them from their home country. Avellutoâ€™s work is titled
â€œTo the People of Bensonhurst (after FooGayZee Blinky Palermo)â€• (2021), and it uses the language of adaptation to conjure this anew, mixing and matching freely.Left, ManZoeNee (Artists Gotta Eat to Make Work)
(Im sorry Mr.Kawara)
(2021), and, right, Eco. Ecco. Ecko (2021) on the wall, and Meucci Martorana (2021) below.In the back room, the artist recreates the death mask of Italian-American inventor and candle maker Antonio Meucci in marzipan
and foam. Meucciâ€™s house museum is one of Staten Islandâ€™s most popular cultural attractions and it is also where Giuseppe Garibaldi, Italyâ€™s â€œfather of the fatherland,â€• lived for a few years as he plotted
and planned the country&#8217;s unification. Each aspect of this exhibition thwarts the notion that Columbus is central to the Italian American community, and itâ€™s a welcome expansion of an identity that is often
stereotyped and lampooned as mobsters and genocidal maniacs. In the one instance that the Italian American mob is evoked, like in the case of Schwarzeâ€™s name, it is a parody that seems to poke fun at the German
artistâ€™s attempt at playing dress-up.But it is in the hallway, which bridges the front and back galleries, where the most complicated works appear. In Untitled Iâ€”III (2020â€“21), Avelluto has taken the trompe
l&#8217;oeil tradition into new directions, using acrylic paint he has created the rainbow cookies that are so convincing it takes a while to clearly see the artifice. Placed on boards with faux marble-painted finishes, they
speak an American language of commercialism â€” like an advertising display â€” with the intimacy of immigrant hospitality and the excitement of stepping into a favorite bakery. Only at the edges of the board does the
visual cleverness come into clear focus.&nbsp;Untitled (III) (2021â€“21)Overall, this show explores the lived reality of Italian American experiences, with its heroes and culinary and visual markers, along with the language
of contemporary art and even museums. This show looks past the hysteria of Columbus supporters and the supposed pride he engenders in Italian Americans to focus on more substantial and artistically interesting
subjects. He refuses to fix Italian identity in America, preferring to circumvent clichÃ©s for something unexpected. The deconstruction of Whiteness in the US is going to require more projects like Avellutoâ€™s, probing
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the foundations that pushed communities to embrace anti-Blackness.&nbsp;Itâ€™s important to mention that Avelluto never slips into provincialism, as his inclusion of Piero Manzoni (who has no major connection to the
hyperallergic
US) demonstrates, and his take is clearly influenced by his Southern Italian heritage. Manzoni is an interesting addition to this constellation of work, as he represents a break with traditional markers of Italian identity
around the world and is best known for canning â€œartistâ€™s shitâ€• that now fetches absurd prices among super-wealthy
art hoarders.
Avelluto doesnâ€™t take this shit seriously though, and if one day a giant
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rainbow cookie replaces artist Gaetano Russoâ€™s statue at the center of Columbus Circle, I, for one, will be delighted.FooGayZee by John Avelluto continues at Stand4 Gallery (414 78th Street, Bay Ridge, Brooklyn)
until December 18.&nbsp;It was curated by Jeannine Bardo. Who, or what, is a survivor?The term recalls a popular reality franchise; Destinyâ€™s Childâ€™s ubiquitous hit; and the scintillating, deeply thoughtful art
practice of Pamela Council.&nbsp;Unveiled on Thursday, October 14, in Times Square is Council&#8217;s monumental A Fountain for Survivors, covered in over 365,000 acrylic nails â€” mostly pink. Some are overlaid
on a strip of LED light that dashes across the exterior, and others are perfectly placed into decorative patterns swirling around the shell.Pamela Council, A Fountain for Survivors (2021)Eighteen-feet tall, A Fountain for
Survivors is a magnificent protrusion in the middle of Times Square that manages to stand out despite being surrounded by billion-kilowatt billboards advertising the Jolly Green Giant, Coca-Cola, and every other brand in
the American capitalist lexicon. While challenging to create an artwork that won&#8217;t disappear behind crowds in the most trafficked part of the city, Council created a haven in the heart of Midtown.Since its unveiling,
their fountain had stuck in my mind; I had to go back. Serendipitously, when I strolled up to the bulbous structure on the last night of November, my second time visiting the dreamy spacecraft, the song emanating from the
cavern was Destiny&#8217;s Child&#8217;s hit Survivor, before it transitioned to a Mary J. Blige track. The artwork, as noted by a friend who accompanied me on my second visit, resembles a vulva. But rather, Council
says, they have invoked a carapace: the sturdy, protective exterior of turtles, crustaceans, spiders, and scorpions. In the midst of 45th Streetâ€™s chaos, â€œA Fountain for Survivorsâ€• wants to protect you. A Fountain
for Survivors (2021) (detail); a strip of acrylic nails are lit upâ€œListen to survivorsâ€™: It&#8217;s a phrase that you may hear, and it has that ring of platitudes that can easily roll off your tongue, like a token to a good
citizen piggy bank, Council told the crowd at the installation&#8217;s opening. However, they clarified, This is a fountain for survivors. So, I want to ask anyone who sees yourself as a survivor to listen to yourself.Black
femmes: we survive exquisitely. I wish we didn&#8217;t get so much practice, Council continued. But the artistâ€™s call to fellow survivors reached far and wide, acknowledging those of us who have lived through
patriarchy, mass incarceration, transphobia, racism, economic exploitation, and more.Conceptually, the artwork rockets in the opposite direction of the standard drudgery of public monuments â€” bronze, monochrome
statues heralding figures mostly of the past. But Councilâ€™s work operates to celebrate themself, ancestors, their peers, and you â€” survivors â€” all at once. Inside, the pastel-colored fountain bubbles, music plays,
and curving walls are decorated by diffused, spray-painted pink clouds. Its gilded edges are decorated by warm lightbulbs, recalling showbiz dressing rooms; Broadway is just a few blocks away (the installation even
served as a backdrop for a massive memorial for theater legend Stephen Sondheim).Pamela Council, A Fountain for Survivors (2021) (interior)At its debut, the crowd was invited to throw fizzy, Florida Water-scented
wafers in the fountain. Since then, these wafers are distributed to visitors at 11:11am and 5:55pm (significant in numerology, also called angel numbers) to do the same. A Fountain for Survivors has also prompted free
manicures for neighboring elders and been host to activations like a cabaret and DJ set, with more planned for the final week.Pamela Council, A Fountain for Survivors (2021)Councilâ€™s practice, by and large, is a
sensorial one, with their Times Square installation building on a larger series of Fountains for Black Joy, many of which spout the infamous, indescribably-scented Pink Lotion â€” you either know it or you donâ€™t. In their
practice, coined Blaxidermy by the artist, Council deploys the scents and textures of Black self-care and/or grooming: lotions, sheens, shellac.Black femmes&#8217; expenditure on beauty products is more than that of
any other identity group, and the artist is acutely aware of that. For the Studio Museum, they paid homage to US Olympic gold-medalist Florence Joyner, or Flo-Jo, known for her elaborate manicures. Council&#8217;s
maximalist practice rejects the perception of beauty rituals as vain; they offer the potential for self-tenderness and are integral for many of us. (For the month of November, it was accompanied by a video installation
surrounding Duffy Square, Watch My Nails, Don&#8217;t Watch Me, further adulating the sensory delights of a long-ass full set.)For those of us who have worn acrylic nails or been cared for by those who do, nothing is
more soothing than the sound of their click-clacking on a hard surface; the feeling of them scratching your arm, your back, your scalp. Council&#8217;s public artwork is a cocoon offering that same sort of comfort. It is a
work of art that deserves to be celebrated.Pamela Council, A Fountain for Survivors (2021)Pamela Council&#8217;s A Fountain for Survivors is on view through 11:59pm on December 7, 2021, at Duffy Square (Broadway
at 46th Street, Manhattan). The installation is accessible from 10am to midnight daily. It is organized by Times Square Arts. Coverage of NFTs in 2021 has been chock-full of utopian buzzwords that hail their revolutionary
and democratic potential for upending the art market. A new study published in Nature Scientific Reports confirms detractors&#8217; suspicions that the NFT market is likely reproducing similar dynamics at play in the art
world toda
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